There are over 250 different groups of people, each with their own language, religion and traditions. Find all the words in the word list relating to the people of Nigeria. Words are hidden in straight lines, going frontwards, backwards and diagonally.

Arawa  Fulani  Itselari  Marghi
Bariba   Gwari   Ivalla   Mumuye
Batta    Hausa   Jukun    Ngas
Birom    Ibibio  Kambari  Ngawa
Bussawa  Idoma   Kamuku   Nupe
Chamba   Igala   Kanuri   Tangale
Dukawa   Igbira  Karekare  Tiv
Edo      Igbo    Katab    Ukelli
Efik     Ijaw    Longuda  Urhobo
Yoruba